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Contribution of women to the Nation 
 

Prof. Radhakant Thakur 
 

     Woman as a mother has been getting highest regard from Vedic period. 
Indian tradition tells loud and clear that  mother deserves highest rank like 
god – 
 

    Maatri devo bhava. 
 

     Mother plays prominent role in the development of children. Moudling 
their habit and character she shapes their personality. She produces worthy 
children to build the good nation. A woman is the first teacher for his 
children and they receive first lesson in mother’s lap. Nobody can be 
substitute of mother.The great Indian epic Mahabharata mentions – 
 

Naasti maatri samaa chhaaya. 
Naasti maatri samaa gatih. 
 

     It is she who plays major role in the formation and reformation of society. 
She acts as a pillar of family and holds whole family tight and together. She 
sacrifices for herself but serves family in many ways. She bears many 
qualities and holds many responsibilities. She feeds like mother advises as 
minister and shows her patience as Earth. It is aptly said –  
 

Bhojyeshu maata karaneshu mantri. 
Karyeshu daasi sayaneshu Rambha 
 

    Actually that place is paradise where she smiles. Vivekananda says 
countries which do not respect women have never become great nor will ever 
be in future. Woman is a root of the development of society. Family will 
prosper when woman are boosted if they are discouraged the society will 
perish. Manu the greatest Law-maker of ancient India says – 
 

‘Gods roam there where women are honored.’ 
 

      Woman inspires man in his life’s journey and strengthens society. She 
was confinedm a home maker earlier but now she is a path finder. We have to 
accept the facts from the ground that under the rule of foreigners girls were 
discouraged in all the ways. They were not allowed to go away from home 
even for study or work. They were made dependent to father, husband and 
son according to her age. 
    Post independence India faced a lot of problems created by Britishers. 
They ruled this country and left sons and daughters of this soil to suffer. 
Uneducated children face many difficulties such as child labor which is cruel 
and illegal. Education helps kids in preventing from being victims of poverty. 
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      Raja Rammohan Ray, Ishwar Chandra 
Vidyasagar and others launched social-reform-
movement to bring drastic changes in society.  
They fought for betterment of the status of 
women. Great men come and go but their heroic 
deeds and impression remain in our mind and 
make us bold and aware of the serious falling in 
society. Even post independence social evils were 
not eradicated. In most of the families sons were 
preferred over daughters for education such 
discrimination was here on historical ground. 
Girls were being deprived of the facilities which 
could have facilitated a better life for them. 
Millions of young women in India were sitting 
idle because neither they were going to school nor 
to work. They were victims of child marriage and 
other social evils. Illiteracy early widowhood 
infanticide and gender discrimination hindered the 
development of women. 
       Now India is changed and present scenario is 
very different women’s   education has become a 
hot topic for discussion. If a woman is educated 
entire family is educated. Women as a wife is a 
builder and beauty of happy home. Home does 
not look like home without her. Educated women 
are able to solve the problems of society. They 
create sources of income and enhance the status of 
family. That society is very happy, wealthy and 
prosperous where women are educated. Education 
removes all the obstacles to the development of 
nation and reduces the causes of terrorism. Crime; 
child- illiteracy, corruption, gender-inequality and 
poverty are hindrances in the building of a nation. 
Women are kind-hearted, sweet-tongued, soft and 
compassionate hence women’s education plays 
major role for eradicating all the evils. The 
condition of any nation can be assessed by the 
status of women. Government of India is fully 
aware of women’s education. Government is 
taking many initiatives to educate and protect the 
women children. Many schemes are announced 
for their development such as- ‘Save daughters, 
Educate daughters’. This programme offers 
incentives to those parents who facilitate 
education to their daughters. ‘Sukanya-samriddhi-
yojana’ is another scheme which too incentivizes 
parents for their support to female literacy ratio. 
Impact of these schemes is seen in every nook and 
corner of the country. There is a heavy 

competition among status as per cart census. India 
to get full literacy. Kerala is marching ahead with 
90.07 female literacy but Bihar an epitome of 
early education was lagging behind with 51.05 
percent. It is noteworthy that Bihar government 
has left no stone to get full literacy. Many 
incentives are provided for schools to distribute 
among students and each girl is given a cycle to 
easily run to school. Bihar government is making 
many efforts to regain its glory.   
        It is needless to say that those days of 
discouragement are gone and now progress of 
women’s education is in full swing. Women 
constitute half of population of our country. Men 
and women are like two sides of a coin. Now man 
and woman both work together everywhere. Both 
are moving just like two wheels.  Women are 
competing with men in all spheres of life. 
Education has been boon to the women to 
progress in this competitive world. It was really 
difficult to a person of a middle class to meet the 
both ends and survive in economic crises. 
Educated woman is helping her husband in 
various ways and stands with him in his ups and 
downs. The participation of women in vocational 
and technical education is encouraging. 
Consequently many institutions are started 
particularly for women. Women are performing 
well in their home as well as in working place. 
They are loyal and responsible to their work 
hence no male engineers create healthier work 
place in the corporate world. Women are 
contributing in every field which impacts very 
positively on nation building. In coming years A 
million Indian youth may enter in labour 
marketing every month. India will have one of the 
youngest and largest populations in the world on 
account of women’s education. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


